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[1] The Around the Americas expedition was a 25,000 mile sailing circumnavigation
of the North and South American continents, in coastal waters, that took place from
June 2009 to June 2010. The broad geographical span of the voyage made it possible to
measure marine aerosol optical depths in regions where surface measurements are not
frequently taken. These were measured with a handheld Microtops II Sun photometer.
In this study we compare these measurements with the ocean aerosol product from the
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) aboard the Aqua and Terra
platforms. Results for aerosol optical depth (AOD) show a strong relationship between
both measurements, with most values from MODIS falling within published expectations.
However, MODIS values are biased high relative to surface observations for small
optical depth values. There appears to be a relationship between these discrepancies in
measurements and surface wind speed, with a group of values showing overestimation at
wind speeds near and over 6 m/s and a second, smaller group showing underestimation
for calmer conditions. For derived Ångström exponents, it is found that higher differences
occur at low AOD. No relationship between these differences and wind speed is found.
Citation: Adames, A. F., M. Reynolds, A. Smirnov, D. S. Covert, and T. P. Ackerman (2011), Comparison of Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer ocean aerosol retrievals with ship‐based Sun photometer measurements from the Around
the Americas expedition, J. Geophys. Res., 116, D16303, doi:10.1029/2010JD015440.

1. Introduction
[2] Aerosol particles are an important component of the
global climate system. However, their composition, abundance and size distributions remain poorly understood
[Kinne et al., 2003]. Such diversity in particles, which come
from natural as well as anthropogenic sources, results in
large variations in aerosol optical depth (AOD) and
absorptivity that lead to uncertainties in regional and global
radiative forcing [Haywood and Boucher, 2000]. In order to
further understand the impacts of aerosols in our climate
system, many direct, surface‐based measurement systems
have been deployed, which include the Aerosol Robotic
Network (AERONET) [Holben et al., 1998] and the U.S.
Department of Energy’s Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) program [Ackerman and Stokes, 2003].
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[3] Even though these networks are continuously taking
AOD measurements at their fixed sites, they are almost
always situated on land. Accurate sources of AOD information over the open ocean remain scarce, and more information
is still needed to further understand the effects of particles on
the environment [Abdou et al., 2005]. The Maritime Aerosol
Network (MAN) has been developed as a component of
AERONET in order to gather aerosol information at sea by
means of ship‐based measurements [Smirnov et al., 2009].
An opportunity to provide valuable information on oceanic
aerosol properties arose with the Around the Americas (ATA)
expedition. ATA was a 25,000 mile circumnavigation of
the American coastlines (Figures 1a–1c) by sailboat, the S/V
Ocean Watch (OW), arising from a partnership of Sailors
of the Sea with Pacific Science Center in Seattle, WA
[Reynolds et al., 2010; McCormick 2010] (see http://www.
sea‐technology.com/features/2010/0810/around_the_americas.html). The broad geographical span of the voyage made
it possible to measure oceanic aerosol properties in regions
where measurements are not frequently taken. The expedition
lasted from early June 2009 to late June 2010, during which
aerosol properties were measured using a handheld Microtops II Sun photometer [Morys et al., 2001].
[4] In this study we review the aerosol data obtained from
the Microtops Sun photometer aboard the OW during the
13 month expedition and compare it with satellite derived
properties of the standard aerosol product from the Moderate
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Figure 1. (a) Locations of available Microtops measurements from the Ocean Watch. The aerosol optical depth (AOD) value at l = 550 nm is indicated by the color of the dot. The 550 nm value is obtained
via log‐log interpolation from the actual Microtops measurements. (b) Locations of measurements with
the derived 440–870 nm Ångström exponent. (c) Air mass classifications for each measurement point.
(d) Sites of colocated Microtops measurements with Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MODIS)‐retrieved aerosol products. The color bar denotes the expectation error between both sensors
in the 550 nm band. An expectation error that is greater than ±1 means that the difference between measured AODs exceeds MODIS’s estimated uncertainty interval. Because some observations are closely
located in space, some points are hidden.
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) [Kaufman
et al., 1997a].

2. Microtops Data
[5] Manufactured by Solar Light Co. Inc. (Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania), the Microtops II Sun photometer is a compact, lightweight, portable instrument [Morys et al., 2001]. It
measures solar radiance at four channels (380, 440, 675 and
870 nm) from which it derives its corresponding aerosol

optical depth (AOD). The filters used for each channel have
a peak wavelength precision of ±1.5 nm and a full width at
half maximum band‐pass of 10 nm (http://www.solarlight.
com/products/sunphoto.html).
2.1. Calibration and Data Quality
[6] The instrument was calibrated prior to deployment by
comparison with a reference AERONET Sun photometer
located at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center. Uncertainties
in Microtops AOD measurements at sea are largely due to
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are shown in Figures 1a–1b. The frequency distribution
(Figure 2) shows that 78% of these AOD values are less
than 0.15, indicating the dominance of low aerosol loadings
during the expedition. This distribution is similar to that
obtained by Smirnov et al. [2011].

Figure 2. Frequency distribution of all AOD measurements
(l = 550 nm) taken during Around the Americas (ATA).
calibration. Previous studies estimate errors to be in the
range of plus or minus 0.02 [Knobelspiesse et al., 2004;
Ichoku et al., 2002b].
[7] In order to minimize aiming and cloud contamination
errors, multiple Sun photometer measurements were taken
during each observation; higher values obtained via this
procedure are discarded, because smaller values correspond
to the most accurate Sun pointing [Porter et al., 2001]. To
avoid any possible cloud contamination, measurements were
only done on clear days, with few or no clouds covering the
sky, particularly at angles close to the Sun. The final product
comprises level 2.0 data in which values are postcalibrated,
cloud and pointing error screened, and quality assured
[Smirnov et al., 2000a, 2009].
2.2. ATA Measurements
[8] A total of 699 AOD measurement scans were made
during the ATA. A measurement scan involved standing
in an exposed area on the OW deck and holding the
instrument toward the Sun to an accuracy of ±2° approximately. A single scan takes 20 s during which approximately 32 analog‐to‐digital samples of the photo cells are
made. The Microtops was programmed to accept only the
maximum voltage sample of the entire scan, which corresponds to the minimum optical depth. The complete database of measurements from ATA is available in the
Maritime Aerosol Network database [Smirnov et al., 2009]
(http://aeronet.gsfc.nasa.gov/new_web/cruises_new/
Around_the_Americas.html). Each observation group,
comprising 1–20 measurements within a time range of
10 min or less, was averaged. However, only observations
that contained at least two measurements, with data points
being no more than 20% apart for these cases, were used.
This criterion is applied to avoid any overestimation from
the Microtops that might be due to ship movement, or cloud
contaminated cases that might have passed through
screening. The standard deviation for each group was also
derived. The resulting data set, which is used in this study,
comprises 117 observations spread over a wide geographical area (Figure 1). The 550 nm AOD as well as the 440–
870 nm Ångström exponent values obtained for this data set

2.3. Comparison With Data From Barrow, Alaska
[9] In mid 2009, the OW made four observations during
different days in port at Pt. Barrow, Alaska. An opportunity
arose to investigate the quality of the Microtops measurements by comparing them to measurements from three
instruments colocated at the ARM research facility in Barrow, AK, approximately 28 km away. The instruments are a
Cimel Sun photometer [Holben et al., 1998], a Multifilter
Rotating Shadow Band Radiometer (MFRSR) [Harrison
et al., 1994] and a Normal Incidence Multifilter Radiometer (NIMFR) [Michalsky et al., 2006]. Cimel Sun photometers are the primary radiometers utilized by AERONET.
They measure direct Sun, aureole and sky radiances at a 1.2
full angle field of view [Holben et al., 1998]. The MFRSR
uses independent interference‐filter‐photodiode detectors
and an automated rotating shadow band technique to make
measurements of the diffuse and total solar flux, which
are then differenced to obtain the direct solar flux [Harrison
et al., 1994]. The NIMFR is a modified MFRSR that looks
directly at the Sun with a 5.7° field of view [Michalsky et al.,
2006]. Thus, all three instruments make measurements of the
direct solar flux which is then used to determine the AOD.
[10] The average values of measurements within a 10 min
period for all four instruments are compared. They are found
to be within an expected accuracy of ±0.025 for 3 out of
4 days. On 17 July, the observed differences for the
instruments ranged from 0.015 to 0.035 (Figure 3), for
reasons that are unclear. A comparison of the three ARM
instruments over a 70 day period, beginning on 1 June
(Figure 4), shows that about 7%–14% of the observed differences in AOD are greater than 0.02, the expected calibration accuracy [Holben et al., 1998; Alexandrov et al.,
2008; Michalsky et al., 2006]. The MFRSR experienced
some shadow band alignment problems while the NIMFR
also showed functional problems during parts of this period.
Both the MFRSR and the NIMFR measurements are posi-

Figure 3. Comparison of Microtops measurements with
three instruments located at the atmospheric radiation measurement site in Barrow, Alaska, for the 4 days during
which Microtops measurements were made (l = 675 nm).
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Figure 4. Frequency distribution of the difference of measured
AOD (l = 500 nm) for the three instruments located at Barrow,
Alaska, for a 70 day time period beginning on 1 June 2009.
tively biased when compared to the Cimel. However, even if
we disregard these measurements, differences larger than
0.02 are still possible (Figure 3). Accounting for this error
and for pointing difficulties due to ship movement, we set
the uncertainty for the ATA Microtops measurements at
0.025, as was indicated by Porter et al. [2001].
2.4. Analysis of Synoptic Air Masses
[11] Microtops data was additionally classified according
to regional characteristics. Classifications follow a traditional method that assumes the existence of an arctic front
and a polar front. Thus, air masses can be classified into
arctic, polar and tropical, being additionally either marine or
continental [Smirnov et al., 1995]. In this study, we also
divide data into four oceanic regions: north and south
Atlantic, and north and south Pacific. Classification was
done mainly using the Hybrid Single‐Particle Lagrangian
Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT) (http://ready.arl.noaa.gov/
; see also http://ready.arl.noaa.gov/HYSPLIT.php) model
back trajectories for a time period of 72 h (Figure 5). Trajectories that passed over major landmasses during this
period, or had a source attribution to landmasses are classified as continental while those that did not are classified
as maritime. An exception to this classification scheme
would be if the trajectory followed a track over a generally
unpolluted area with little to no sources of aerosols (i.e.,
Greenland) [Smirnov et al., 1995]. The arctic, polar or
tropical classification is labeled according to the source
location of the back trajectory. Meteorological maps from
NOAA’s Tropical Analysis and Forecast Branch analysis
were used, when available, to aid in classification. Examples
of classifications with this scheme are shown in Figure 5.
[12] A summary of results obtained is presented in Table 1
while the classification for each measurement is shown in
Figure 1c. Results from this classification show a dominance
of marine tropical air for ATA, with 58% of all measurements falling into this category. Optical depths in this category were mostly low, with values falling mostly between
0.06 and 0.08 with a relatively high standard deviation that
ranges from 0.02 to 0.04. The outlying case is the South
Atlantic, in which high optical depth values were observed.
This case is likely due to the presence of Saharan dust and/
or biomass‐burning aerosols, which are characterized by
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having high optical depths and low Ångström exponent
values. These results were also observed during the Aerosol99 experiment in this region [Voss et al., 2001], with the
highest measured AODs in this region comparable to those
found in that study. Derived values for Ångström exponents
for maritime tropical air are in the range of 0.65 for the
whole Atlantic. Mean values for Ångströms are found to
be much larger in the Pacific, ranging from 1.12 to 1.39,
meaning a stronger presence of fine mode aerosols. This
differs significantly from values obtained by Smirnov et al.
[1995]. Continental tropical air masses, in particular those in
the north Pacific (off the coast of Central America and
Mexico) have much higher AOD values, which might be
indicative of more recent air pollution. Results for temperate
(polar) air masses show higher values for AOD for continental sources, particularly in the north Pacific. AOD results
for maritime polar air in the north Atlantic is close to those
found by Voss et al. [2001] and Smirnov et al. [2000b], but
values for derived Ångström exponents in this study are
found to be somewhat higher. This might be due to higher
uncertainties in the derivation due to low AOD as well as
the presence of remaining pollutants in the area. Some of the
other classifications cannot be comprehensively evaluated
due to the small amount of data samples in those groups.

3. MODIS Data
[13] The Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiomenter
(MODIS) is an instrument aboard the Earth Observing
System Aqua and Terra satellites [Salomonson et al., 1989].
Measurements from MODIS are performed in 36 channels
spanning the visible and infrared regions at a spatial resolution of 250 m, 500 m, or 1 km, depending on wavelength
[Barnes et al., 1998]. The two instruments provide nearly
global coverage daily. Because of its wide spectral range,
broad swath and fine spatial resolution, MODIS has become
a highly used source for information on aerosol optical
properties.
[14] The MODIS standard aerosol algorithm comprises two
different and independent algorithms. Their products are
currently organized and reprocessed in collection 051. The
first algorithm derives aerosol properties over land [Kaufman
et al., 1997b; Remer et al., 2005; Levy et al., 2007], and the
second over ocean [Tanré et al., 1997; Levy et al., 2003;
Remer et al., 2005]. The ocean algorithm masks out clouds,
suspended river sediments and solar glint, which affect the
quality of retrieved data [Martins et al., 2002; Li et al., 2003;
Levy et al., 2003], and retrieves aerosol properties at seven
wavelengths (470, 550, 660, 870, 1240, 1630, and 2130 nm).
Remer et al. [2005] have shown that the ocean algorithm
gives an optical depth accuracy of Dt = ± (0.03 + 0.05t),
where t is the AOD at a particular wavelength (l). The most
recent document describing the MODIS algorithm, “Algorithm for Remote Sensing of Tropospheric Aerosol Over
Dark Targets From MODIS,” is available at http://modis‐atmos.gsfc.nasa.gov/_docs/ATBD_MOD04_C005_rev2.pdf.

4. Comparison of MODIS Retrievals With
Microtops
[15] In order to compare Microtops measurements with
data from MODIS’s overpasses of OW, we incorporated a
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Figure 5. Sample HYSPLIT back trajectories at 500 m (red), 1000 m (blue), and 3000 m (green), along
with Tropical Analysis and Forecast Branch analysis products showing the atmospheric conditions for
(top) continental polar (temperate), (middle) maritime tropical, and (bottom) continental tropical samples
for three measurements obtained during ATA. H and L denote high‐ and low‐pressure systems.
spatiotemporal approach similar to that of Ichoku et al.
[2002a]. Because we expect that AOD over ocean does
not vary much on spatial scales of a few hundred kilometers
[Smirnov et al., 2002; Anderson et al., 2003], and because
measurements were only taken on essentially cloudless
days, the time difference between Sun photometer mea-

surement and MODIS overpass was set to ±90 min. This is
generous when compared to the 60 min Sun photometer data
segment protocol proposed by Ichoku et al. [2002a].
MODIS aerosol retrievals were averaged over a 50 × 50 km2
area around the Sun photometer site. Only retrievals that
contained data in at least five pixels (20% of measured area)
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Table 1. Mean Aerosol Optical Depths and Ångström Exponents for the Synoptic Air Masses Encountered During ATAa
Air Mass Type

Location

t 550 ± st

Tropical

N. Pacific
S. Pacific
S. Atlantic
N. Pacific
N. Atlantic

0.18 ± 0.06
0.30
0.07
0.17 ± 0.12
0.08 ± 0.05

Arctic

N. Pacific

0.14

Tropical

N. Pacific
S. Pacific
N. Atlantic
S. Atlantic

Polar

N. Pacific
S. Pacific
N. Atlantic

Polar

Median t 550

a ± sa

Median a

N

1.36 ± 0.39
1.11
0.77
1.38 ± 0.56
1.58 ± 0.25

1.54
1.11
0.77
1.68
1.49

12
1
2
13
10

0.15

1.41

1.57

3

0.07 ± 0.02
0.07
0.08 ± 0.04
0.13 ± v0.08

0.07
0.09
0.07
0.11

1.39 ± 0.29
1.12
0.65 ± 0.38
0.65 ± 0.30

1.47
1.16
0.54
0.57

9
3
37
18

0.08
0.06
0.09

0.08
0.06
0.10

1.36
0.29
0.78

1.60
0.29
0.58

4
2
3

Continental
0.19
0.30
0.07
0.14
0.06

Maritime

a
Here t 550 is the aerosol optical depth at 550 nm (interpolated), st is the standard deviation for optical depth, a is the Ångström exponent, sa is the
standard deviation for the Ångström exponent, and N is the number of analyzed measurements. Median values for t 550 and a are also included. Standard
deviation is only included for those groups that contain five or more measurements.

were used. The result is a total of 35 cases in which MODIS
retrievals can be compared with ATA Microtops measurements. We investigated the impact of incorporating tighter
time constraints, which resulted in a data set of only 17
points, but there were no significant differences between
the 17‐point and 35‐point data sets.
[16] Because MODIS and Microtops make measurements
at different wavelengths, AOD values were matched using a
log‐log Ångström relation between AOD and wavelength
[Eck et al., 1999]. All of the Aqua observations in this
study were reprocessed in collection 051 (http://modisatmos.
gsfc.nasa.gov/_docs/ATBD_MOD04_C005_rev2.pdf) while
Terra data were reprocessed in collection 005 (http://modis‐
atmos.gsfc.nasa.gov/_docs/MOD04:MYD04_ATBD_
C005_rev1.pdf) until 15 April 2010, when it switched to
051. While some changes were made in the new collection
(http://modis‐atmos.gsfc.nasa.gov/_docs/Collection_
051_Changes_v1.pdf), these have a minimal effect on results
obtained in this study. In addition to the criteria applied to
match MODIS and Microtops data, some additional data
loss occurred when the OW was located within or near the
solar glint. Locations where comparisons occurred are shown
in Figure 1d.
4.1. Aerosol Optical Depth
[17] A scatterplot of the spatiotemporal comparison
between MODIS AOD and Microtops AOD is shown in
Figure 6. The 1:1 line is denoted by a purple dashed line
while the purple dotted lines represent the boundaries of
uncertainty defined by Remer et al. [2005] as Dt = ± (0.03
+ 0.05t). Around 61% of measurements fall within these
boundaries, which is in good agreement with previous
reports [Levy et al., 2005; Remer et al., 2008]. The averaged
AOD for the MODIS 550 nm channel gives a result of 0.13,
which is similar to the global marine AOD results found by
Remer et al. [2008] (0.13 for Aqua‐MODIS and 0.14 for
Terra‐MODIS), and slightly larger than the averaged
Microtops AOD at the same wavelength (AOD = 0.12). A
linear regression for each of the three wavelengths is also

plotted. These lines have slopes very close to one and high
correlation coefficients, indicative of a strong linear relationship between both measurements. However, a significant number of values are observed to lie above the
uncertainty estimates, all occurring at low optical depths
(AOD < 0.15). These points comprise 34% of all measured
values at clean conditions. There is no observed geographical distribution of this group (Figure 1d). It is known that
MODIS retrievals are less accurate at low AOD due to noise
sources, such as surface reflectance, boundary conditions

Figure 6. Scatterplot of MODIS against Sun photometer
aerosol optical depth measured during ATA for four wavelengths, with their respective regression lines. The two purple dotted lines denote the expectation error boundaries for
MODIS, while the middle purple dashed line represents the
1:1 line. The vertical error bars represent spatial standard
deviation from MODIS AOD retrievals within the 50 km
box, while the horizontal error bars are temporal standard
deviations from Microtops.
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Figure 7. Difference between MODIS 550–870 nm
Ångström exponent and Microtops derived Ångström exponent as a function of Microtops optical depth at 550 nm.
Vertical error bars denote the error propagation of the difference between uncertainties in measurements from both
instruments, while the horizontal error bars are the standard
deviation for the Microtops measurements.

and particle properties [Chu et al., 2005; Levy et al., 2005;
Zhang and Reid, 2006; Kahn et al., 2007], but our data
show that the MODIS values are biased high relative to
surface observations for small optical depth values.
4.2. Ångström Exponent
[18] The Ångström exponent is a measure of the spectral
dependence of the aerosol extinction coefficient and is,
consequently, a qualitative indicator of aerosol particle size
[Ångström, 1929; Schuster et al., 2006]. Since the Ångström
exponent is known to vary with wavelength [King and
Byrne, 1976; Eck et al., 1999], we calculate the Ångström
exponent from the Microtops data measurements using the
equation defined by Remer et al. [2005] as
 ¼  lnð1 =2 Þ= lnð1 =2 Þ;

ð1Þ

where t l1 and t l2 are the AODs for each wavelength, l1 =
550 nm and l2 = 870 nm, respectively. A scatterplot comparing Ångström exponents shows no distinguishable relationship between the two measurements. The difference
between a values from MODIS and from the Microtops
measurements plotted as a function of optical depth (Figure 7)
shows larger discrepancies at lower AOD values. This discrepancy is presumably due to the higher relative uncertainty
in AOD measurements from both the Sun photometer and
MODIS in cleaner conditions. While these errors are not as
significant in optical depth measurements, they are amplified
and create larger uncertainties when the Ångström exponent
is calculated [Ignatov et al., 1998]. The Ångström coefficients compare much better at higher aerosol loadings (AOD
≥ 0.15).
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4.3. Wind Speed Analysis
[19] Zhang and Reid [2006] discuss major sources of bias
produced in the MODIS aerosol ocean product from cloud
contamination, aerosol microphysical properties and lower
boundary conditions. At low AOD, these uncertainties can
significantly alter AOD values. One of the major sources
of uncertainty in lower boundary conditions is from the
near‐surface wind field [Zhang and Reid, 2006]. Here we
compare the derived aerosol properties with wind speed
measurements made by a Vaisala Weather Transmitter
WXT520 aboard OW. The instrument takes measurements
every two minutes with an estimated precision of ±0.3 m/s
(manufacturer’s specification). The wind speed measurement reported here is an average of measurements at an
interval of ±20 min surrounding MODIS observations. The
chosen time interval gives a reasonable value of average
wind speed inside the box region while averaging out
biases that might occur due to gusts or lulls and measurement uncertainties.
[20] The expectation error is used to quantify the magnitude of the difference in AOD from both sensors in relation
to the uncertainty estimates defined by Remer et al. [2002].
This quantity describes the difference between MODIS and
Microtops AODs with respect to MODIS’s estimated
uncertainty boundaries of ±(0.03 + 0.05t). It was defined by
Levy et al. [2003] as


ExpErr ¼ MODIS  Mtop = 0:03 þ 0:05Mtop ;

ð2Þ

where t MODIS is the AOD measurement from MODIS and
t Mtop is the measurement from the Microtops Sun photometer. A value for the expectation error whose magnitude
is greater than one means that the difference between
measured AODs exceeds MODIS’s estimated uncertainty
interval. Moreover, a value between ±1 means that the
observed differences are within MODIS’s expected uncertainty. The correlation between the expectation error at all
four wavelengths and the measured wind speed is shown in
Figure 8a. Even though a regression analysis does not show
a strong relationship in these values, the plot shows that
measurements can be divided in two groups: one group with
a positive expectation error at average winds speeds near
and above 6 m/s, and a second, smaller group with a negative expectation error for average wind speeds below 6 m/s.
This result is almost identical for all wavelengths. A plot of
Microtops measured optical depth versus wind speed
(Figure 8b) shows no significant relationship between Sun
photometer measured optical depth and the prevailing winds
for the compared cases. On the other hand, a stronger
relationship is found for AOD values in maritime tropical
environments when there is no dust or biomass‐burning
aerosols present (Figure 8c). This group, comprising 44
measurements, shows a regression slope (l = 550 nm) that
agrees well with results obtained by Smirnov et al. [2003]
and Shinozuka et al. [2004]. This increment in AOD is
due to increased production of sea salt aerosols [Quinn
et al., 1998; Shinozuka et al., 2004], which can be measured when unpolluted conditions prevail. This result might
be suggestive that, while sea salt aerosol particles contribute
to an increased AOD in high‐wind conditions, it does not
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explain the observed bias in MODIS for such cases. A
similar procedure was attempted for differences between
derived Ångström exponents and wind speed, but no correlation was observed.

5. Summary
[21] For the ATA expedition a total of 117 observations
were made aboard the OW research vessel. Low AOD
values predominate, indicating low aerosol loadings at sea,
even in the coastal regions. The frequency distribution of
AOD values obtained during ATA is generally consistent
with statistics from other MAN data sets [Smirnov et al.,
2011].
[22] We compare MODIS aerosol retrievals over the
oceans with optical depth and Ångström exponent measurements from a Microtops Sun photometer. In general,
AOD values from both instruments are in good agreement,
with values falling mostly within previously published
estimates. However, MODIS overestimates AOD compared
to Microtops at low AOD values. Our results suggest a
relationship between the differences in AOD measurements
and surface wind speed. Thus, a possible reason for this
discrepancy is MODIS’s assumption that the surface wind
speed is constant at 6 m/s [Levy et al., 2003] (see also http://
modisatmos.gsfc.nasa.gov/_docs/ATBD_MOD04_C005_rev2.
pdf). This assumption may lead to MODIS underestimating
the ocean surface contribution to measured radiation in zones
where higher wind speeds prevail, because of surface wind
expanding the solar glint region as well as higher production
of white foams [Zhang et al., 2005; Moore et al., 2000]. The
opposite may then be true for lower wind speed cases. Such
an effect is unlikely to greatly affect MODIS’s derived
Ångström exponent, and trends in differences for Ångström
exponent values due to wind speed are not seen in this study.
However, most of the measurements compared were low
optical depth cases, which produce higher uncertainties in
Ångström exponent values for both sensors. These results are
in good agreement with findings from Zhang and Reid [2006]
and Kahn et al. [2007], which were based on AERONET
measurements taken from islands and coastal regions, rather
than the open ocean measurements reported here. Because of
the prevalence of low optical depth values in oceanic regions,
the sensitivity in MODIS’s ocean algorithm to surface wind
speed may result in an overestimation of aerosol optical depth
Figure 8. (a) Expectation error at four wavelengths as a
function of average wind speed for Microtops AODs lower
than 0.15. An expectation error that is greater than ±1 means
that the difference between AODs exceeds MODIS’s estimated uncertainty interval. The solid lines represent the linear
fits, dotted lines represent the uncertainty boundaries defined
by Dt = ± (0.03 + 0.05t), and the dashed line denotes a perfect AOD retrieval. The vertical dotted line indicates a value
of 6 m/s, which is used in the MODIS standard algorithm.
Horizontal error bars are the standard deviation of measured
wind speed. (b) Microtops‐measured AOD as a function of
wind speed for the observations that were compared with
MODIS (AOD < 0.15), and (c) Microtops‐measured AOD
as a function of average wind speed for cases classified as
marine tropical with AOD < 0.15.
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over the ocean, which in turn has implications for estimations
of global aerosol loading, aerosol transport and concentration,
and direct radiative forcing. Our small measurement sample
demonstrates the need for additional surface measurements of
aerosol properties over the world’s oceans, particularly in
remote regions where few measurements currently exist (see
Smirnov et al. [2009] for a compilation of existing maritime
measurements).
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